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Inspection 

By Leo Szilard 

The difficulties of the problem of "inspection" appear to be 
• almost insurmountable only because this problem is approached in 

the wrong way. People .have become accustomed to think .in terms . of 
a foolproof treaty which : w~uld spell out in detail the measures of 
inspection that would be imposed on the United States, the Soviet 
Union and the Peoples' Republic of, China, as well as the other 
nations involved. 

Most of those who adopt this approach fail to realize that even 
if it were possible to draft such a treaty, it would take many years 
to do so . I ·personally do not believe, however, tha.t it is possible no 
to draft such a treaty., f~r >/treaty which might be· drafted could· make 
provisions for every secret evasion which is at present foreseeable 

· and ·new ways of evading such a treaty might be developed as time 
goes on. 

One may be led to ·a: : co~s_tructiye . approac\1 _ to: :the· pl;'obletn o~ "inspec· 
'· · tion" by recognizing that no treaty providing for disarmament c6u19-

remain in force if either America, Russia or China would cease to that 
·want to keep.it in force, .anQ/any one of these · three nations wo~~g be 
able to sabotage the"operation of the treaty, without having tore-

. sort to open violations of the treaty. :··Any ·one · of. these ·three 
nations can withdraw from such a treaty if ·'it·, wis·hes to do so. 
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It follows that if Russia, China and America enter into a 

treaty providing for far-reaching disarmament which ·they wish to 

keeP, in force, on account of the great benefits which they derive 

• frolll disarmament, then ·it will be necessary for ;t~em 

to convince each other that they are not secretly ·violating the 
because . 

treaty, /unless all three nations can be convinc·ed of this, one or 

the other of them may · w$thdraw . from : the ~treaty~c . ; 

As far as · these three · nations are concerned, the treaty need 

not say anything specific about mea~ures of inspection that may be 
expli-citly, 

imposed upon them. Instead, the -treaty needs/to recognize that any 

one of these three nations can halt or reverse the disarmament pro-

cess if it cannot be convinced that the .others don't secretly evade 

the agreement. 

Naturally, it would serve no useful purpose for America, Russia 

and the Peoples' Republic of China to enter into such ·a treaty, un-

less they first reach a meet.ing of the minds 'on the means that may 

be available to them for convincing each .other of the absence of 

secret evasions o But the means that , say, America may choose·· in 

order to convince the Russians and the Chinese that she does n'ot 

secretly evade the agreement need not ·be the same as the means that, 

say, the Soviet Union may choose to conv~nce the Americans and the 

Chinese. 

That a certain amount of inspection would be needed is, of 

(' 
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course, a foregone conclusion. I do _ n9t believe, hov;ever, that. 

inspection is the answer to all of our problems. In particular, 

I do not believe that foreign inspectors, even if admitted _to 
I 

Russian territory in virtually unlimited numbers, would be able 
• 

to find bombs and rockets · if the Sovie't Government wanted to hide · 

such bombs and rockets. 
I 

In a discussion- which I had with N. S. Khrushchev, Chairman 

of the· Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R., on October 5·, · 1960, 

the question came up whether the Soviet Union would be willing to 

create conditions -in which . America could -rely on Soviet citizens 

in general, and Soviet scientists and engineers, in particular, to . 

repprt secret violations to an International Cont~ol Commission. · On 

the basis of that discussion and· extended private conversations . . . 

which I had on this subJect during December of last year in Moscow, 

I am now convinced that the- Soviet Union would be willi~g to give 

serious consideration to this possibility. 

I should make it clear at this point, however, that we are 

dealing here with two questions : 

a.) Would the Government of the Sovie't Union be willing to 

create such conditions? 

b.) Assurn.ing that the Government of the Soviet Union is .J ... 

t-Tilling to create such conditions, .would she be able 

to do so? 

I made a considerable effort to clarify in my own mind, this 
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s econd point, but I cannot say that I have reached a final con-

elusion. Still, I hqve reached the stage where I can say that by 

I 

exploring this point further, a final and favorable conclusion could 

probably be reached. 

We may envisage that after a treaty providing for general dis- · 

armament is concluded and goes into effect disarmament will progress 

step-by-step~ Presumably there will be a First Period during which 

left 
there 'still may: be military secrets jthat would need to be safeguarded. 

'Blt we may assume here that this would no longer be necessary after 

the end of the First Period and that ~rom that point on all-out in

spection ·wuld be acceptable to all nations. 9J;resumably a dis-

armament agreement would set a lim~t to the number of bombs which 

~ each nation may retain at the end of the First Period, when ·all-out 

inspection goes into effe~ 

Go"w could America, · f,rom that point on, reassure Rus.sia and the . 

other powers of the world that she has not illegally retained, and · 

hidden in secret ~ bombs in substantial numbers ? 

· One way of accomplishing this would be for the President of the 

United States to address the American people over television, radio 

and thr.ough the newspapers. He would explain why the American 
- _,l. 

Government had entered into this agreement , and ~hy it wished to 

keep it · indefinite.ly in force. He would make it cl~ar that any 

secret violations of the agreement might lead to an abrogation of 
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the agreement by the Russians or the Ohinese, and that the American 

Government would not condon~ such violations. The President volould 

admil.t that violations might occur, and. state that if they did occur, 

they would have to be regarded as the work of over-zealous subordin-

ate .governmental agencies,whose .comprehension of America's true 

interests and purposes were rather limited. The President would 

make it clear that, in . these circumstances, it would be the patriotic 

' 
duty of American citizens in general, and of American scientists 

and engineers in particular, to try to discover such secret viola-

tions of the .agreement, and to report them to the International 

Control Commission. In addition to h~ving the satisfaction of ful-

. 
filling a pa~riotic duty, the informant who discloses a major 

violation of the agreement . would receive an award of one million .. 

dollars from the President's Contingency Fund. The President would 

announce that no income tax would be levied on such an award, and 

that the recipient of such an award, who wished to enjoy his wealth 

by living a life ·of. ·leisure and luxury abroad and would want to 

leave America with his family , would not be hampered by currency 

restrictions in transferring the award abroad • 

. 
This system ought to work well in America .. ·. ·: It has the · draw-

. . . 
bc?.:ok, ' l:10w~ver.;- that if no bombs were hidden, it would be frustrat"i'hg 

for people to keep looking for bombs and to never find any. Vigil'- ·-:· 

-: · ~·z:lG~:.Jil~gtrl;; . eoon cease, in· SUch_'· Circumstance's. e 
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Moreover, the system would probably -not set an example that 

could be blindly followed, say, by the Soviet Union. If the Chair-

man . o:G the Council of Ministers of the Soviet Unioil were simply to 

follow the example of the President. 
. ' 

of the United States and say 

-that bombs might have been secretly hi dden 1n the Sov1et Union 'bY 

over-zealous subordinate agencies, acting against the orders of 

the Soviet Government, 'people in the Soviet Union might not know 

what to make of this. They might find it difficult to believe that 

any subordinate agency '' WO\.l'ld act · agalnst·: the .order·s · of : the Sovi·et . . 

'.: Gov~;rnment. 

In view of all this, it might be better for America to choose 

a somewhat different system for the purpose of assuring other nations 

that no bombs or rocket·s were illegally hidde.~· · Such a system may 

be represented by a 11game 11 of the following kind: America would hide, 

~uring the First Period, a .certain number of bombs and rockets. For 

this purpose, the Government could appoint small committees composed 

of three · to seven me,n .and each such comm~ttee could be assigned the 

task of hid·ing a bomb or rocket . These committees would ·be permitted 

to lie, to cheat and to threaten, and to do whatever i s within 

their power to keep the location of the . hidden bombs or rockets 

secret . They would be free to tell .gullible cit_izens that it was _ .. 

necessary to keep such rockets or bombs hidden because· the Govern-

·ment had received secret information that bombs and rockets are 
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pe.ing illegally hidden in substantial numbers by other governments. 

As an incentive for doing a good job the members of these committees 

would' receive) each year) a bonus equal to their regular salaries) 

and they would continue to receive these bonuses as long as the 

-bomb or rocket which they had hidden 1 remainshidden. 

Whenever a bomb or rocket was hidden by one of the committees 

appointed . for the purpose) the committee would prepare. a protocoll 

describing the circumsta~ces under which the bomb or rocket was 

hidden) and the measures adopted for keeping it hidden. The Govern-

ment would place each such protocoll . in a sealed envelop~ carrying 

. a code number1 ' and would deposit it with the International Control 

Commission. I~ addition) ~he Government would deposit with the 

Control · Commission a number of similar envelopes·., each .. 
. 4 

bearing a code number., but containing merely an empty sheet of paper. 

From· time to time., the President o1'· the United States would 

appeal to the American people to participate in the "game") and 

thus · to help convince other nations that no bombs or rockets were 

illegally hidden in America . He would point out that .it 't'JaS the 

~atriotic duty of all citizens to try to discover the bombs or 

rockets, which have been hidden. A ·substantial re~-..rard would be paid 

. to those who report to the International Control Commissio~ the ·l&ca-

tion of a hidden bomb or rocket. 

Each time the Control ·Commission receives such a report., the 

. ' 
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U. S. Government would give the Control Commission the code number 

of the envelope wpich contains the protocoll that qescribes the 

hiding of that particular bomb or rocket. As long : as no" bombs or 

rock~ts were hidden --except as a part of the '~arne'' · -- each bomb 

or rocket discovered would be covered by a protocoll describing how 

that particular bomb or rocket had been hidden. 

Other nations could, from time to time, check .on how effective 

the American citizenry was in reporting bombs and rockets that were 

hidden in Amer~ca, by selecting at random, say fifty envelopes 

deposited by the American Government· with the International Control 
thus 

Commission, and/·dete:m:.hing what fraction of the envelopes contained a 

protocoll relating to a hidden bomb or rocket, rather than an empty 

sheet. On the basis of checks of this type performed from time to 

time, it should be possible to estimate ho\'l long a bomb or rocket 

be hidden in America may be expected to remain ·hidden . 

If the American Government wanted to hide bombs and rockets out-

side · of the "game" ~ it \'TOuld not deposit with the International 

' . 
Control ' Commission protoc.olls with respect to these bombs or rockets . 

The probability of discovering bombs and rockets that ~,;ere hidden 

outside of the "game" would, however, ·be just as great as the 

probability of discovering rockets and bomb's which wrre hidden as-

part of the "game" •.. Thus, if the American Government intended to 

violate the agreement by secretly hiding bombs and rockets outside 
. ' 
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of the "game", it could do no better ·.than ·_it · was . 

doing within the framework of the "game 11
• 

,If the "game" showed that bombs and rockets mf.ght remain hidden 
I 

for one or two years, but rarely any longer, then ·the nations need 

-not fear that some governmental agency would risk hiding bombs or 

rockets outside of the "game". 

In a state of virtually -complete disarmament, the United States 

would have no military secrets left that need to be safeguarded. 

In these circumstances, America might choose to permit other nations 

to employ American citizens as plaincl?thes inspectors whose iden- ., 

-tities are not known. The task of these plainclothes inspectors 

would be to move about unobstrusively in Americcn territory and try 

to discover sec·ret violations of the agreement that might have .. 

escaped the notice of the citizen at large. Such inspectors would 

,carry a badge and it would be understood - that they would be immune 

from arrest. 

One may perhaps ask : What is ~he difference between a plain-

clothes inspector whose identity is not known to the Government and 

a spy? . Today a foreign agent operating in America · as . a spy, 

~erves the interest· of.' a foreign government, as \'tell as his own 

interest i he does not serve the interests ·of America • . But_, in tne,. 

conditions Which we envisage here, a plainclothes inspector, 

operating on· behalf of a foreign · g·overnme.nt on American territory, 
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would serve the inte:r:ests of America, a~ vTell as the interests of. 

the foreign government. He would be part of the means chosen by 

America for the purpose ·of convincing foreign governments that .there 
I 

are, no secret evasions qf the disarmament treaty o,n America territory. 

If there is any ·apprehension that such plainclothes i~spectors 

might be foreign agents, engaged in trying to subvert America rather: 

than trying to discover s·ecret violations of the disarmament agree-

ment, America could obtain assurance on this .. point in the. following . . 

manner: The plainclothes inspectors, in the employ of foreign 

governments, might be required to register with the International . , 

Control Commission and the International -Control Commission in turn 

might be required to disclose each year the identity ·of a small num-

ber of such inspectors, fEI.ected a·t random. These inspectors could 
•' 

then be placed under surveillance by the FBI, for the purpose of 

determining whether any of them we:reengaged in subversion,. instead 

of persuing their legitimate 11spying 11 activities. 

It. is my belief . that even though a few bombs and rockets might 

be hidqen by one nation or another it would be impossible for any 

nation to maintain-under a reasonable system of inspection-a bomb 

·ctelivery system in operation that could endanger any ofthe great 

powerso 

Bombs could be delivered, from one continent to another, by .· 

almost any commercial aircraft capable _of crossing the Atlantic or 

the Pacific ·o But if any nation were .~ tb fear~ that "this-~might be ·aone, 

I 
I 

·' 
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such fears could be alleviated by assignin$ a team of, say, three 

inspectors to any such aircraft and such a team could be carried 

on qoard every flight. The expense involved in the subjecting of 

all· aircraft to this type of inspection ~puld be negligible. 

It has been proposed that America, Russia and perhaps some 

other nation might · want to retain a small number of bombs, ~s an 

insurance against being a·ttacked by means of bombs that other nations 

may have retained in secret. It is my contention that once a 

reasonable inspection system has been in operation ~or a few years, 

the number :·of ·bombs that nations would need to retain, as an insur.;. 

ance, could be set very low. 

. . 

) 
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The Securing of the Peace 

By Leo Szi;Lard 

vie may assume that virtually complete disarmament l'lould mean 
.the elimination from the national armament of all atomic w·eapons, 
all other heavy mobile .weapons such as heavy tanks, guns, etc~, as 
v1ell as the dissolution of all standing armies, navies, and air 

forces, etc. 

In such a virtually disarmed world machine guns would presum-
ably still be available in essentially unlimited quantities and 
might be freely transported legally, or j_llegally, across national 
boundaries . Thus armies equipped with machine guns could spring 
up, so to speak,. overnight. 

The security of the Soviet Union, the United States, and the 
Peoples' Republic of China would not be directly threatened by such .. 
improvised armies, for the forces maintained in these cquntries 

for purposes of internal security, even though they may not be . . 

equipped \'lith anything heavier than machine guns (and perhaps light 
tanks), could be bolstered by milit i a , and should be capable of re-
pelling an attack by an improvised army equipped with machine guns . 

These thre~ nations would presumably also remain strong enoug~ -~ 

to extend military protection to their neighbors. But it would no 
longer be possible for A~erica to extend military protection against 
Russia to nations located· in the geographical proximity of Russia, 
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or for Russia to extend such · protection to countries located 
close to America, etc. 

, Since today America is committed to the defense of countries · 
lying in the geographical proximity of Russia and China, she can 

' accept general and complete disarmament only if she can extricate 
. herself from her existing commitment·s. In order · to make it possible 

for America to do this,it might . be necessary to devise political 
settlements"which she could accept without loss of prestige and 
without doing serious damage to the vital interests of 'the other 
countries involved. 

Before dealing with the question to what extent and in \'lhat 

sense small countries located in ~he geographical proximity of 
- America, Russia or 9h1na, might remain secure from military i n-

tervention on the part of their powerful neighbor, we shall· first 
.addre~s ourselves to a series of other issues. 

If the \-rorld were disarmed today down to machine guns, we would 
have a rather unstable situation in a number of disturbed areas of 
the world where political tensions are acute . Armies equipped with 
machine guns could be improvised in such disturbed areas and if a 
nation were attacked · by i~s ~eighbor it might appeal to America ~r~ .. ' 

· to Russia for help. In such circumstances America and Russia might 
be tempted to rearm and to intervene on opposite Sides. Clearly it 
is necessary to devise means for securing the peace in the disturbed 
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areas of the world. 

Peace might be secu~ed one way or another by maintaining an 

international armed force in every such disturbed1 region. It is 

well to keep in mind, however, that the maiti purpose of disarma-

ment is to abolish war and if this purpose is to be achieved then 

the armed forces maintained in the disturbed areas must not be 

armies that would resort to war against some offending nation located 

in the region but rather they need to be police forces. These 

forces must he organized in such a fashion that they should have 
capability 

both the power and the to arrest individuals in general,. 

and officials of an offending national government in particular. 

We may envisage t~at they would be standin~professionaL forces~ 

Assuming -that the nations of the area are disarmed down to .. 
machine guns, then in order to be able to restrain the national 

police. forces from protecting individuals against arrest the inter

national po}ice force need not be equipped with .any weapons heavier 

than light tanks. 

' How should these international forces be controlled ? A cen-

trally controlled world police force with the Secretary General of 

the United Nations acting as Commander-in-Chief, would not be 

acceptable to. Russi.a in the circumstances which prevail today·; and 

it might no~ be acceptable to America in the circumstances which 

might prevail a few years hence. It . mi&ht ~;ell be that as long as 
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vie thinl< in terms of a single, centrally controlled, world police 

force, none of the control mechanisms that might be devised vmuld 

prove to be acceptable to both America and Russia. 

Perhaps instead of thinking of a centrally controlled police 

force we ought to think in terms of mainta i ning a separate regional 

force for each disturbed region. Each such regional force could 

then be controlled by a different commission, composed of ' repre-

sentatives of between five to .seven nations, which waul~ prefe~ably · 

be 
not! drawn from the region itself. 

Such regional police forces could operate under the auspices 

of the United Nations, and each reg~on's commission nould then be 

appointed with the majority vote .of the Security Counc:1:'1, including 

~ the concurring votes of the permanent members. Alternatively, the 

regional police forces could operate under the auspices of an Inter-

national Disarmament Administration and the different slates of . . 

nations which make up the commission for the . different regions ~·1ould 

then be appointed by a majority of the High Council of the Inter-

national Disarmament Administratio~with the concurring votes of the 

permanent members . We may envisage that America, Russia ar.d ··china 

would be permanent members of the High Council. 
(. 

... ~ .!.. 

I do not believe that very much would be gained were the great 

pov1ers merely to agree to set up regional forces in all · disturbed 

areas, with a different commission in charge of each regional force. 
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Rather, it Hould be necessary for the l)OWers to enter into negotia-

tions with each other, at an early date, in ord~r to discover as 

soon,as possible whether they would be able to select different 

slates of nations for the different regional commissions, without 

. seriously risking .a veto l'lhen -the slates came up for approval befor~, 

the Security Council or the High Council o£ the Disarmament Admin-

istration. 

As a first step, America and Russia might explore in informal 
I 

discussions whether they could select slates for all the disturbed 

regions of the world and agree that neither of them would veto these 
.. 

particular slates. Obviously, there is room for quid pro guo in 

a negotiation of this sort. Even if Russia did not particularly . . . , say, 
like a slate favored by the United State&ffor the region of Central ,. 

America, she might agree not to veto that slate provided America 

would not veto some slate which R~ssia favors, say the ·slate for 

the region of the Middle East. 

That .. a - . region might become a sphere of influence for one 

or the other of the great powers cannot be excluded with absolute 

certainty, but this dang~r could be minimized by prudent selection 

of the slates of nations for the various regions . Thus, for in-
• I 

stance, if the slate· for the region of Central America were to 

consist of Canada, Australia, . Uruguay, Denmark and Austria, this 

would not mean that Central America would be within the sphere of ' 
/ 
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influence of the United ·States, but it would mean that Central 

America would not be within the· sphere of influence of the Soviet 

Unictn. 

' As far as the .great powers are concerned, an agreement among 

- them on the selection of the commissions which control the various 

regional poiice forces would be tantamount to a political settlemen~ 

with respect to these regions. 

The co:nmi ssions in charge of the various regions would be w1-

doubtedly pledged to refrain from intervening in the internal affairs 

of any nation of the regiol) but the possibility that they might · in-

tervene could not be excluded with certainty. If, in the course of 

fulfilling their proper and legitimate function, a regional force 

were impelled to arrest the leading members ··of the government of an 

offending nation, then the regional commission might be forced t~ . 

. take over the government of that nation, for a shorter or longer· . 
. 

period ·or time. I do not believe that it would be possible to 

devise a workable system which could exclude under such cir

cumstances any abuse of pov1er on the part of the commission of the 

region . But it may be possible to devise various means through 

which such an abuse of power could be discouraged . 
. ... ~ :,... 

Thus for instancej a regional peace-court may sit in per-

manence in each region where a regional police force operates and 

·habeas corpus pro~eedings might then be instituted on behalf of 
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any individual before such a court. The fact that such a court 

could not itself enforce its rulings would set a limit to the pro-

tec~ion that it ' may be able ·to extend to the citi~ens of the nations, 

located in the region. 

We may envisage that the operations of the 

regional police forces would be financed through dues, paid by all 

nations who participate in the disarmament agreement, to the region-

al commissions. \'le may further envisage that there would be provided 

financial inducements for an individual citizen to pay his dues di-

rectly to one or the other of the regional commission~ rather than 

indirectly (through paying a special tax to his own government). The 

individual ci.tizens, as well as the national gove·rnment, may be left 

free to shift, within certain limits, their ,. dues from one regional 
I • 

commission to another. 

Each regional commission may under such a system receive a 

financial contribution .towards the operating cost of the regional 

force , in an amount that would 1·ie , say, between 80 percent and 

120 percent of that cost . ·If a given regional commission, and the 

corresponding regional police force , operates to the satisfaction 

of the governments of most nations, as \'lell as their citizens, it 

should be able to count on receiving 120 percent of the operati'rig 

expenses, i.e., the commission should be able to count on makiP~ 

a profit, in the amount of 20 percent of the operating expenses. 
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In contrast to this, if the governments of many nations or 

their citizens were to hold that the commission of a given region 

' abus'es the pm·rer with which it is invested, they might divert their 

dues to other regions and the dues received 'by the noffendi~g ir 
./ 

- cownission could fall to So percent of the operating expenses 

of the regional force. Thus if many people were· to hold . that the 

commission in charge of a given region abuses the power with which 

it is invested, that commission would suffer a financial loss. 

Under the system described above, the financial loss would be 

limited to 20 percent of the operating costs of the regional police 

' 

and it would not .be possible to cut off completely the financial · 

support of the regional police force, even if a subst-antial majority 

of nations, and their citizens, · were to disappr-ove of the conduct 

of that regional force. 

Any regional commission could of course ah1ays be replaced,. . 

provided it were possibl~ to select another slate of nations which 

could command a majority vote in the High Council with the concurring 

votes o'r the permanent members. Accordingly, if a .commission for 

a region were to abuse its powe~ it might or might not be possible 

to replace i~J · depending on .whether the permanent members were to act 

in concert. to this end or were to disagree with each other. 

The system of control of the· regional police forces outlined 

above is aimed at securing. peace with justiceJ but it takes into 
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account that peace ~'lith justice might not be obtainable in every 

case and that we may have to choose between peace and justice. ·The 

system of control outli~ed above favors peace over justice~ ' in 

, cases v1here these two goals cannot be re·conciled. 

Prior to Second·World War, it would have be~n possible to argue, 

when faced with such a choice~ in favor of justice rather than peace. 

But these days~ a strong argument can be made in favor of the oppo-· 

site choice~ particularly ·if it is doubtful whether justice would 

be attainable either withou~ or wit~ war. 

It would not be practicable to maintain a regional police force 

in Europe,strong enough to restrain the national security forces of 

say Germany or France from protecting indiviquals against being 

arrested by the regional police. 

·, It is probably true that in order to secure the pea9e in Eur9P.e 

it would be necessary to have political settlements that v10uld 

leave no nation in Europe strongly motivated by its vital national 

interests to resort to force . If there is an adequate political 

settlement in Europe 3 ·even though it might not fully satisfy all 

major nationaf aspirations, the nations in Europe might be restrained 

from resorting to force, if they greatly benefit from disarma-

ment because if there t'lere a resort to force, ;this would put an 
- ~ -- -

end to disarmament . 

The problem posed by the nations of Europe is posed even more 
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sharply by the United ~tates, the Soviet Union, and the Peoples' 

Republic of China. 

PJ:, the end of the last 'liar the nations were faced ·with the 

'. task of setting up some machinery that would secu~e the peace. It 

was generally believed that it would be impossible to devise any 
still -

machinery that would be/capable of securing_ the peace if one of the 

great powers refused to cooperate to this end. Therefore, those 

' who drafted the Charter of the United Nations set themselves the 

more limited objective of setting up a machinery which \'lould be 

·· · -capable of protecting the -·smal1e·r -·na.tio"ns'; with the coop.eratiori 

of the great powers. 

· In · order tQ preclude a head-on collision between the United 

Nations and one of the great por,o1ers, the great .. powers were given 

permanent seats on the Security Council, carrying the ,right to veto. 

Attempts to use the machinery of the United Nation~ for pur-

poses other than for which it was intended, have weakened this .. 

organization, but nevertheless it is probably true even today, that 

given · g~eat power cooperation, it could effectively restrain the 

smaller nations from resorting to force against each other. 

It is my contention that if the world were disarmed it would 

· still be possible to set up machinery for the protection of .the 

smaller nations against each other. But what machinery could be 
effectively 

establisheq, that wouldjprotect a small nation against an ~djacent 
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big pm·rer, such as the Soviet Union, the United States or China? 

One may first of all ask in what sense ~muld -- in the absence 

of such machinery -- the countries lying in the geographical prox

imity of the Soviet Union, China, or ·the United States be secure 

from a military intervention,on the part of their big neighbors? 

Knowing that they cannot look for military protection to any geo-

graphically distant nation, it is likely that the countries located 

adjacent to one of these three giants would readjust their behavior 

and would try and lessen the incentives for a miltary intervention 

by t heir neighbor •. Clearly, Finland is in no 

danger of a military intervention from Russia today, nor is Mexico 

in danger of -a military intervention from the United States, but 

this is so only because Fi nland -4nd Mexico ~efrain from any actions 

that might provoke such a military intervention. Because dis-

'armament, once it is established, would prove to be of very great · 

benefit to them, America,_ Russia and China might refrain from 

resorting· to force -- even when confronted with a certain degree of 

pro~ocation -- for fear that_ this· would bring disarmament to an end. 

\tlould this be enough of a restraint or would it be necessary 

to go further? And how much. further wou~d it be possible to go ? 

In discussing the securing of peace in a disarmed world one 

hears frequently the dema~d that there shall be set up an Inter

national Security Force of sufficient military pm~er to overcome 
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any nation, or group of nations, which a~tempts to use military 

force against any other nation. 

· I believe the time has come to grab this bull by the horns 
' 

and look it in the eyes: 

It is my contention that it would be physically, economically, . 

and politically impossible to create and maintain a force that would 

have such military power except if that force were equipped with 

atomic bombs. It is· further my contention that· if such a force \'lere 

equipped with nuclear weapons, then there would be no politically 

acceptable solution to the issue of how that force should be con-

trolled. 

I~ there, then, any way in which nations like America, Russia 

or China could be restrained in a disarmed world from resorting ·to 

force? 

It ~s my contention that if these great powers were willing 

to be restrained it would be possible to set up a system that would 

exert a measure of restraint that might be sufficient in a con-

'flict in .. which a minor or perhaps even a substantial national 

interest is involved . But even if America, Russia and China ·r.·rere 

willing to go very far in this direction,it might still ·be impossi

ble to devise a practicable system that would effectively restra_~D. 

any one of them in a conflict involving a very major national 

interest, or the very existence of the nation. 

Accepting this limitation, we may now examine what kind of 
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restraints might be possible, assuming that America, China and 

Russia would be willing to institutionalize such restraints. 

'After the Second World Vlar an abortive attempt was made to 

define "crimes against · peace" and to hol.d individual Germans and 

· ·Japanese ~ho committed such crimes responsiQle for their actions. 
' . 

A system in which only such individuals can be brought to justic·e 

whose nation is defeated in war would hardly exert much restraining 

influence, for no nation starts a war if it considers it likely to 

lose that war. But let us suppose now, for the _sake of argument, 

that the nations, including America, Russia and China, were to set 

up· a World Peace Court by treaty and were to define by treaty a set 

of laws -- res:tricted to crimes against peace -- broad enough to 

cover the advocating of a war or invasion, ig violation of the United 

Nations Charter, or the provisions of the disarmament agreement. 

To what extent, and in what sense could such laws, applicable 

to individuals, exercise restraint, say, on -American citizens, if 

the· United States w·ere J for instance , tempted to improvise an army 

equipped with machine guns , and to invade -Mexico , in order to unseat 

a legally elected Communist government? 

Pr~swnably the possibility of such an invasion would be publicly 

debated . in the American newspapers, with some editorial writers ~h 

favor of such ah action and others opposed to it. Presumably the 

issue \'muld also be debated in the high councils of the Government, 

with occasional leaks to the pres~, disclosing the stand that the 
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Secretary of State and various advisors to the President were 

talcing on the issue. Could the Peace Court step in at this point 

and summon into its presence some of the individuals involved where , 

they w·ould stand accused of a Crime against Peace? 

The Court would be in no position to arrest Americans who may 

be summoned to appear in Court and who may refuse to appear, if 

such individuals enjoy the protection of t .he American police (or 

other American security forces) and were America seriously to contem-

plate invading Mexico, such protection would be likely to be forth-

coming. 

It is my contention that the only way to make the Court effec-

tive in such a contingency is to empower the Court to impose the 

death penal;ty for failure to appear in Court·, when summoned. Such ,. 

a death penalty imposed by the Court might not be meaningless evGn 

if t here \'Iere considerable doubt whether it could ever be executed . . . 
In the Middle Ages,when the Catholic Church had no power 'co 

execute a death sentence, ~t still could and did pronounce death 

s~ntenc€s by outlawing certain i ndividuals . Anyone could kill s~ch 

an outlaw and be absolved by the Church . 

The Court passing the death sentence, for non-appear~nce i l1 

co~t~ on American citizens in general, or officials of the Govern-

ment in particular, might not be · in a position to execute the sen-

tence but it would remove the moral inhibition that normally pro-

tects the lives of · ~11 ~ individuals. 
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The Court could deputize any and ail American citizens to 

try and execute the sentence. . An American citizen l<:illing an 

"outlaw" could not be legally tried for murder in an American 

coutot, inasmuch as the treaty setting up the Court would be the 

law of the land. This does not mean that an American citizen 

executing the judgment of the Court would be likely to escape 

·alive; he might be lynched by a mob, or be killed by the police 

11.\'lhile atte~pting to escape". 

In addition to "relying" on American citizens thus deputized, 

the Court could emplpy perhaps 500 to 1000 marshals. These "in-

ternational marshals" could be drawn from all nations. It would 

be the duty of the marshals to try to execute the death sentences 

imposed by the Court. Because they might ·lps·e their lives in 

attempting to do so, it would be necessary to assure their f amilies 

. a high financial compensation in case they come to harr:n in the 

. : 

course of performing their duties. Obviously, it would be advisable 

for the marshals to reside with their families outside of their 

countrY of origin . 

·----4--·- -~ ·- - The Government might provide bodyguards for those fuaericans 

· who are under a death sentence of the Court and it is therefore 

·' difficult to predict how often, if ever, such a death sentence --~· .. 

· ·· could be carried out e But Americans tempted to- commit a Crime 

.against Peace wou~d be restrained by the fear that if they are 
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swnmoned before the ·Pea c e Court, refuse to appear and are condemned 

to deat h, then from thereon, they would have to be accompanied by 

a,bodyguard, no matter where they may go. 

It need be no serious handicap for a government official to · 

be accompanied by a bodyguard if he goes to attend a meeting of 

the National Security Council. But officials are human beings and: 

a bodyguard would be a ·serious encumbrance to them in their private 

lif~ even while holding office. It would be an even worse encum-

brance when they cease to hold office. 

At present, the~e is a . strong moral inhibition against politi-

cal assassinations. . In .the absence of such moral inhibition, England 

and France could have arranged to"eliminate'1 Nasser without having 

to resort to an armed attack against .Egypt, and the C.I.A. could ,. 

have arranged for the'~limination'of · castro without having to mount 

an invasion of Cuba by ' Cuban exiles • 

An argument could be made in favor of exempting heads of states 

and prime minist·ers from any death sentences that may be passed 

by the Cour~ on the ground that if such men \'Tere sentenced to death 

for non-appearance in court and were subsequently killed this would 
J 

weaken the prevailing moral inhibition against political a~sassina-

tion. Another argument could be made in favor of such an exemption 

on the ground that America, Russia and . China might. be more likely 

to enter into a tre·aty setting up a :t>ea'cg . . Court, and adequately 
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defining crimes against peace, if heads of state and prime minis-

ters were exempt from the jurisdiction of the Court. At this 

juncture it would be difficult to say -whether these arguments 

should be permitted to prevail. 

The Peace Court would not be a court set up for the settling 

·· .. of legal disputes among n9-tions .. It would be a criminal court and 

its jurisdiction would be limited to "crimes against peace". The 

members of the Court should be appointed for life .. 

The Court could be composed of twelve justices~ Guilty verdicts 

might be made to require eight votes out of twelve. The members of 

the Court could be elected by majority vo~e of the Security Council 

from a list of eligible judges. In order to be eligible a man would 

<l have to be a member of the ~ighest court or·· the next lm·ter court, 

or be at the Head of a law school in his own country. In order t.o be 

eligible, the institution with which he is affiliated in his own 

country must have been in oper~tion for twenty-five years. Also 

he would have to speak fluently one of the languages specified in the 

treaty setting up the Peace Court . 

The composition of the Court would be b~lanced ~t any time 

in the sense that an equ~l number of judges would be dra~om from three 

lists of nations, t~e list -being spelled out in the treaty setting 

up the Peace Court. 

* * * 
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Chapter 3 A~ust 11, -1961 

Political Settlement in Europe 

lf one of the nations of Europe, Germany for instance, were~ 

strongly motivated to resort to force in a generally disarmed 

world 1 the means for the securing of peace 1 discussed above 1 would 

be wholly inadequate for restraining ·her. 

· . As long as .there are two completely unrelated German States 

in Europe, the unification of Germany is likely to emerge sooner 

or later as a rather explosive issue, because it represents a 

political objective on which all Germans may unite . 

. It has beeri repeatedly proposed that the two German states be 

united on the basis of free elections, that Germany renounce the 

· recovery of the territories lost to Poland, and that all the great 
, I 

powers join in guaranteeing the Oder-Neisse Line. 

The unificat~on of Germany in the near future on tQe basis of 

free elections may not be politically acceptable. Moreover,_ it is 

open to doubt that the unification of Germany on this basis would 

offer a substantial guarantee 'of stability in Europe . 

If Germany were thus united, it might not take long until the 

recovery of the territories lost to Poland would emerge as an ex-

plosive issue because ~t wo1.1ld represent a political objective on ·· ·" 

which all Germans may unite. The majority of Germans might _be rather 

A • 
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indifferent to this issue 3 but a minority -who have strong feelings 

on the issue would be likely to become the politically controlling 

factor' Presumably there wou·ld be two major political parties con-

tending for ~he majority in parliament and they would be impelled 

~o compete for the vote of this minority. 

Guaranty of the Oder-Neisse Line by America would be meaning-

less 3 since in a generally disarmed vmrld America would be in no 

position to render military· assistance to Poland 3 even if she were 

inclined to do so. In the absence of far-reaching political inte-

gration of vlesterri Europe 3 the other Western European nations would 

be in no position politically to restrain Germany•Nor would they be 

'J..i.kely .4 to render military assistance to Pola'nd against Germany, 

even iri contingencies where they might be lega).ly obliged to do so. 

. ' 

In these circumstances I do not believe that recognition of the 

0.der-Ne:1:sse Line by the powers either now, :or at the tim~ when Germ-

any might be unified, would really settle ' the issue of the terri-

tories that Germany lost to Poland . 

These days one frequently hears in Germany that the recovery 

. of the territories .lost to Poland is · a major p~litic&objective 3 but 

that it must not be accomplished by the use of force . This 3 of 

course, is a meaningless statem~n~ as long as there is .rio way of 

accomplishing the return of these territories,except through the 

use of force .' 
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The situation \•muld be different if it w_ere politically possi

ble to create a united Germany and if it were politically possible 

-to give such a united Germany, an option to recover from Poland 

.. step-"by-step strips of territory -- by paying a compensation of~ 

·say, $20,000 to each Polish family that would have to be relocated, 

Even if the compensation ·were _s.et considerably higher·; - it. would 

I 

.be cheaper for Germany to pay such compensation than to resort 

to force. If the compensation were set high enough, Germany 

might not take up the option, because the policical party in 

office would have to weigh·' the popularity it would gain 

by purchasing territories from Poland, against the ·popularity 
- . ~ - .. - -- . - - · -- .. .. -.... ~ . .. .. . ·····--··- --·- . --- -- -- - · ·---- · .. -- ._ .. __ 

it would lose by financing such purchases through increased taxation. 

Thus, if the compensation we~e set high enough, the Germans might 

not take up the option, but whether they did or did not, the option 

·might still eliminate the issue of the recovery of territories lost 

to _Poland
1

as a major element of political instability/from the 

European scene . 

The unification of Germany on the basis of free election docs 

not appear to be a political acceptable solution in the near future. 

In a generally disarmed worl?; there would not arise the issue of 

whether such a united Germany would be militarily in the V.Jestern · ·"' 

camp, but there \•muld still remain the issue of whether state 

ownership of all means of production would be preserved in Ea. t s . 

' Germany if Germany w~re united. 
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This problem could perhaps be solved if instead of contem-
' 

plating unifying Germany through free elections \'le were to envisage 
1 

a move or less loose federation between the two German states,as has 

been•, once before, proposed ·by East Germany. 

In this case tiBtreaty setting up the federation could guarantee 

state ownership o:f the means of production in East Germany for, say, 

fifty years. Such a federation of the two German states might _ 

gradually evolve in the di~ection of greater federal control, without 

If a numb~r 

of years after the federation wa~ established , there were free· 

elections in GermanY,, the Social Democratic Party might pledge 

the preservation of the socialistic economy of Eastern Ge:r,nany and 

might be voted into office on th~-~ - ~~~is __ • __ · -~ - _ __ __ . 
~~-~~ . -· - . ---·· -- . . .. . . - -· ----

It is conceivable that maintaining a socialist economy in 

,Eastern Germany would provide Germany with -a buffering capacity, 

in case of depressions that might hit the free economy of the Common 

Market, and thus give the economy of Germany a · flexibility not 

possessed by the other nations of Western Europe . It is further 

conceivable that it would become political possible for Germun~r 

to obtain an option for the purchase of territories lost to Poland, 

' ' , •' . L• 

if these territories were added to the state-controlled economy of 

Eastern Germany rather than to the free market economy of Western 

Germany .. 
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At this point, one may ask whether one co"uld not stabilize 

Europe, Nithout having to make provisions for the possibility o.f re

turning to Germany territories she had lost to Poland. One ·may also 

ask whether . one could stabilize Europe, without uniting Germany 

on the basis of free elections, or even without setting up a 

federation between the two German states. 

I believe that Europe might be stabilized even in such a case, 

but only if the economic integration of \'!estern Europe \'Thich is no~1. 

in progress were to be accompanied by a far-reaching political inte-

gration of Western Europe. In case of a far-reaching political inte-. ' 

gration. Germany could be politically restrained1 by the other ·nations 
. ' 

of Western Europe 1 from pursuing nati?nal aspirations that would run 

counter to the interest of these nations . 

The chances of a far-reaching po~itical integration of Western 

Europe cannot be appraised, however, at the pr·esent time, ~lith any . 

degree of assurance. At the time of this writing France has not yet 

solved her colonial problems . No one can tell. today whether if 

DeGaulle 'were to die the French army might not take over and establi'sh 

a Fascist regime . This might even happ·en while DeGaulle is alive. 

If such a cha~ge were to take place in France, would there emerge 

a Fascist Franco-German alliance or would the ·old enemity between 
_:._ . 

Germany and France flare up again and block the integration of 

\'!estern Europe? 
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I propose to assume here, for the sal{e of argument, that with-

in the predictable future the crisis in France will be resolved in 

favor of a return to parliamentary control and that \'/estern Europe 

wil'l continue to move towards economic int.egrat ion. On this basis, 

I p~opose to examine what the chances mig~t be fo~ a far-~eaching 

political integration of Western Europe. 

It is usually assumed that such a political integration could 

be achieved through the creation of super-tlati~nal agencies and the 

step-by-step delegation to such agencies of sovereign rights of the 

individual nations. 

I ventu~e to ·predict that the~e will be no substantial .prog~ess 

along this line, . in the·- predictable future, towa~ds .. political inte-

gration of Western Europe. \'/estern Europe might ~onceivably move, 
·' 

however, towards political integration through an entirely different 

route . 

·There could be a limited rep~esentation in the parliament of 

. each t1estern European nation of the other \·lestern European nations. 

In each case "fo~eign representation" in the parliament could start 

. . - -- ---·· - ----~· . . 
very low, say, at a few percent of the seats and increase 

step-by-step until it reaches perhaps 20% or 25% of the seats. 
. ---,- - -- - ~ -- ... . . -

Such a limited "foreign rep~esentation 11 in each of these ·· pa~-

liaments \·muld corre_spond to the actually existing interdependence · 

among the nations of \"/estern Europe . . ·It would no.t affect . the voting 

strength of the extreme left parties in the parliaments of Europe. 
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It would, however, decrease the influence of the extreme right 

wing parties, because the representatives of these parties of two 

.neighboring nations would be likely to vote on the opposite side · 
' 
iof•the explosive controversial issues. 

· ·· On1y if political integration goes along with economic inte-

gration would the nations in Western Europe be able politically to 

restrain each other from· pursuing their individual nationalistic 

aspirations which might endanger the peace. 

At the time of this \'lriting, the so-called Berlin crisis 

occupies much public attention. If we assume that the goal is to 

maintain stability in Europe, in a disarmed world, then it becomes 

·possible to put forward reasoned . argument in favor of one or another 
·' 

"solution" of · ·the problem posed by· Berlin. 

A "Letter to the Editor", which is attached, illustrates ho\·.f 

such r~asoned arguments might be applied to this problem. 

* * * 

.. , · ... 
. ,, .. 

•. 

·, .... 
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The Berlin Cri sis 

Extension of Remarks 
of 

Hon. John Sherman Cooper 
of Kentuclcy 

In the Senate of the United -States 
· Wednesday, July 5, 1961 

Appendix 

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have 

printed in the Appendix of the Record an articl~ on the Berlin crisis, 

written in May 196o; by Dr. Leo Szilard, of the University of Chicago. 

There being no ?bjection, the article was .ordered to be printed 

in the Record, as follows: 

(From the. Bullenti~. of Atomic Sc i entists, May 1960) 

The Berlin Crisis 

Dear Sir: vlhether in the so-called atomic stalemate America 
·' 

and Russia .may succ~ed in· avoiding the \tar which neither of them 

want, will depend on a number of factors which are involved. It 

seems certain, , however, that the stability of the stalemate would be 

enhanced if the great po\'lers were to reach ab understanding on the 

necessity of freezing the map for an extended period of t i me . It 

m~~ht be somewhat diff icult to freeze the map as i t stands at prese~t, 

because it incl_udes a number of arbitrary arrangements which \'Tere 

meant to be temporary , and perhpas it would be easier to freeze . tAe 

map after certain readjustments have been made . 

Those readjustments \'lhich may at present be negotiable are of 

necessity rather modest ones, but they might represent a: first step 
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t 
in the r ight direction. Let us take the Berlin issue, for intance. 

' I 
',.f. Russia once proposed that there be established a loose federation 

betvteen the \Vest German state and the East · German state. I suppose 

this would mean the sett.ing up of a Federal Council with an equal 

number of delegates· from West Germany and East Germany. Presumably 1 

the delegates from East Germany would represent the Government of th~ 

East German state, whereas the delegates from the West German state 

mght ei.ther represent ·the Government of the West German state, or else 

they might be elected, by the Bundestag perhaps, ·or directly by the 

citizens of West Germany. Presumably, the ground rules of the Council 

would provide that it could take action only witn the concurrence of 75 

percent of the delegates. This rule would insure tha-t action tal<en by 

the Council had the support of the majority ~ of the delegates of both the 

West German state and the East ·German state. 

There are enough ,;issues on which the int.erests of · ~vest Germ.arty 

and East Germany coincide to keep such a Federal Council busy and 

effective for many years to come -- in spite of the severe restr :Lct :i.ons 

imposed by the g~aund rules . 

·vie may assume that, if such a loose federation between the t\·.ro 

·.. ,. ~ 

German States were established, there would be no bar to the migra-. . 
tion of Germans within the federation. !n order to keep migrati~n to 

West Germany within tolerable limits, the government of East Germany 

.. would have to eliminate those restriction which have in the past . caused 
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their people to flee to West Germany. Even so, there would probably 

bo some migration to West Germany, at least initially, because the 

standarq of living there is higher. In the case of a major economic 

recession in West Germany, however, migration would probably be re-

versed. 

If we accept the thesis -- as I believe we should -- that, at some 

future time, such a federal council may be set up as a first step 
' 

toward unifying Germany, then it would appear reasonable to propose 

that we resolve the current Berlin crisis along the following lines. 

Let East Germany shift its capital from East Berlin to Dresden, 

and West Germany shift its capital from Bonn to Munich. Let us then 

set up East Berlin and West Berlin, each as a free city with a govern-

ment of its own and, in addition, establish a ~ounoil of Berlin, in 
·S 

which half of the delegates would represent East Berlin and the other 

half, West Berlin • . 
If such an arrangement were adopted, we would h~.ve na de a con-

structive use of the current Berlin crisis, because the arrangement would 

enable us t ·o find out how this type of federation would actually work, 

and Berlin might ·Set the pattern for a subsequent federation of tho 

East German State and the West German State . 
. ~ -· 

About 2 years ago, I spent several months in West Berlin . There 

was no telephone communication between East Berlin and West Berlin at 

that time . People could freely cross over from one half of the city 

to the other, but taxicabs could not cross the dividing line. There 

was good theater both in East Berlin and West Berlin, and people crossed 
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the line in order to go to the theater. It was very difficult) 

however) to find out in West Berlin v1hat was playing in the theaters 

of East BerlinJ beca.use the West Berlin papers did not carry this 
, . 

infor,mation and there were no posters on display. I imagine the 

Situation in East Berlin \'/aS quite similar. 

Once the tvTO Berlins ceased to be patms in the cold war J Berlin 

could again. b.ecome a great cultural center;. its theaters and concert 

halls might once more attract visitors from all over the worldJ as 

they did for a short time between the two world wars. The council of 

the two free citiesJ even though they could take action only with the 

concurrence of 75 percent of the delegates) should be able to adopt 

a number of nonpolitical measures which would e·nhance the welfare of 

the people of Berlin and would mal<:e both East Berlin and ~·fest .B3rlin 

:,.' 
·' 

a far more attractive place to live than they are today. 

If the current Berlin crisis were resolved along tqese linesJ 

then when Germany is ultimately united, · it might end up having ~1unich 

as its capital rather than Berlin. This might be just as wellJ hm·:ever, 

for the .thought of Berlin as capital of Germany is something of a 

~ightmare to those who find it difficult to Corget the past . 

The University of Chicago, 
Chicago, Ill. . 

Leo Szilard 
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Treaty Providing for Far-Reaching Disannament 

By Leo Szilard 

While disannament would have to be carried out step-by-step, 

it is not possible to reach an agreement on disannament step-by-

step. Prior to the drafting of a treaty on disarmament the nations 

involved would have to reach a meeting of the minds 

a.) on the issue of how peace w.ould be secured in a dis-

anned world; 

b,) on the means that would be ·available. to them for convincing 

each other that the .disarmament provisions of the . treaty 

are not secretly violate~; 

c.) on the political settlements which would have to go into 

effect w~en the arms level falls to the point where the 

nations would no longer be able to live up to their pre-

existing commitments militarily to protect areas which 

are geographically remote from their own territory . 

Disarmament will not reach a stable point until it goes far 

enough to give the nations a very substantial economic bencfi~ so 

that they would· want to keep the treaty in force ln order not to 

lose those benef its. Therefore , America, ~ussia and China would be 

ill-advised to enter into a treaty,providing for disarmament,unless 

they had reasonable assurance that such a stable point would be 

reached t'l i thin a very few. years ~ 
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The problem of inspection is· not . solved when the nations 

reach a meeting of the minds ~ on how inspection would operate in 

a genera lly disarmed world, where there would be no legitimate 

militar.y secrets left to be safeguarded. We cannot go in one 

step from the present so-called atomic stalemate to such a dis

armed world and in the early phases of disarmament· it might be' 

still necessary to safeguard some such secrets. · 
- ... --..._-~"'-- ·- ·" -,·---;.····-·--- - - --·-- -- · -... ·-. ----·-- --- · -·- -

.:'" . 

We may envisage for the purposes of this discussion that the 

disarmament agreement may cover three periods and that full in-

spection would go into effect at the end~of the First Period. 

~n order to be able to talk about the transition from the pre-

sent so-called atomic stalemate to general disarmament ·in a concrete 

fashion, it is neces~ary. to make certain assumptions concerning the 
I 

general route that the nations might be willing to take: 

The Soviet Union has propose.d soon after the last war that the 

use of atomic bombs be outlawed . Outlawing the bomb would mean that 

the nations pledge themselv.es not to resort to ·the use of atomic 
.... -~ 

bombs except in retaliation for an attack with atomic bombs . 

As long as stockpiles of atomic bombs are retained, the· out-· 

lawing of atomic bombs would not necessarily prevent the nations 
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f rom resorting to the use of the bomb in case of war. But once 

atom~ bombs are outlawed, thereafter no nation could, in peace 

time J t ,hreaten to use atomic . bombs in furtherance of its national 

. objectives. Moreover, the goverrunents of t he· gr eat powers wou.l.d 

then be impelled to reorganize their defense set up, so that they 

may be able to rely 'on con~entional forces, as . the ' ~the deterrent. 11 

The Soviet proposal for outlawing the bomb has not been ~ccepted 

so far by the ·United States and her al.~ies. Up to rather recently, 

many people in America advocated that the United States should rely 

on her · capability to fight unlimited wars in which atomic bombs . ' 

would be used against .troops in combat. At present, however, the 

weight of opinion is shifting towards the vi~.w that an atomic war 
. 

could not be limited arid .that the United States needs to reorganize 

,her defense set up' in order to be in a position to fight .limited .. 

wars with conventional\'eapons, rather than . with atomic bombs. 

I personally do not believe that it is poss1b1e .to solve the 

problem that the bomb poses to the world by attempting to turn the 

clock back in . such a fashion . This problem can be solved only by 

abolishing· war . On the other hand, if the United States were to 

enter into an agreement providing for general disarmament then -~ ·~ 

as an interim measure --. t .he outlawing of th:e bomb might furnish 

· the key for solving the intricate problems posed by the period of 

transition. 
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Accordingly; I propose to assume here that if .the United States 

were ~o enter into an agreement providing for general disarmament, . 

she and her allies wou.ld be willing to set a date, within the 

period of transition, for the outlawing of the atomic bomb. I 

further assume that the date set for the end of the First Period, when · 

all-out inspection goes into effect, would be also the date set for 

the outlai'·Ting of the bomb. 

No nation would then have a legitimate reason for w~nting to re-

tain bombs beyond the end of the First Period, except as a sort of 

insurance against bombs that may have been secretly retained by others. 

life shall refer to the nuclear force level that the disarmament 

agreement sets for the end of the First Period as the Intermediate 

Nuclear Force Level. 
' 

The guiding principl~ for setting the Intermediate Nuclear Force 

Levek shall be the consideration that the number of bombs retained 

by America and Russia need to be reduced to the point where there are 

not enough bombs left for the adoption of a counterforce str.?Ltegy . 

Neither America nor Russia vrould then need to fear thereafter·, that 

their capability to retaliate in kind against a nuclear attack could 

be destroyed by a surprise attack. 

So that it may . be possible to appraise and specify in the agree-

ment the appropriate number of bombs that America and Russia shall 
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be permitted to retain v-rithin 'the frameworl< of the Intermediate 

Nuclear Force Level it will be necessary for America and Russia to 
, 

state, -- prior to the conclusion of the disarmament agreement -- to. 

yrhat extent they wish to rely for the delivery of bombs~ on planes~ 

long-range rockets which may be launched from fixed soft and 

hard -- bases~ intermediate-range rockets which may be launched 

from submarines~ long-range rockets which may be moved around on 

on 
land --/railroad cars and .trucks. 

At the outset of the Second Period far-reaching measures of in-

spection will have to go into effect. and some of these might lead to 

the disclosure of the location of fixed rocket launching bases. Such 

rocket launching bases ·might be vulnerable to a surprise attack~ 

carried out by bombs leg.itimately retained within· the framework of 

the Intermediate Nuclear Force Leve~ and the disclosure of the 

location of such bases might therefore involve a substantial loss 

. in military security for a nation · ·relying on fixed soft 

ro,cket l .aunching bases .• 

In these circumstances, Russia and America might wish to re-

organize their bomb delivery system and to shift prior to the con-

elusion of the disarmament agreement, or during the First Period, 
_. ~ !.o 

to rockets that may "be launched from mobile bases of va-rious sorts. 

If, in order .to accomplish some such shift, they need to conduct 
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bomb tests during the First Period, they shall be free to do so, 

by mutual agreement. 

At the end of the Second Period the conventional forces 'IJOuld 

be reduced to a level -- the Intermedia.'te Conventional Force Leve l 

which is set by the agreement. 

The guiding principle for setting the Intermediate Conventional 

Force Level shall be the consideration of reducing .the conventional 

forces of each nation to . the point where no nation would be in a 

position to wage war in; or to extend military protection to, an 

area which is geographically distant from its own territory. 

All standing armies, air forces and navies would be disbanded ,. 
~t this point. All heavy mobile guns or heavy tanks would be 

destroyed. 

At the present time, America has certain commitments· to protect 

areas which are geographically remote from her own territory . Since 

she could not live up to such commitments after the end of the Second 

Period, it would ·be necessary to make it possible for her to liquidate 

all s~ch commitments during .the First and Second Period , without J- -

endangering the security of the nations involved . 

As far as America's commitments in Eur.ope are concerned, this · 

would need to be acopmplished by a suitable political settlement. · As 
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f ar as Formosa is concerned, hov-rever, it might. be impossibJ.e to 

arrive at an adequate settlement ·within the next few years. There-
( 

fore · it might be necessary to leave Formosa in 'possession of de-

fensive weapons -- within the framework of the Intermediate Con-

vcntional Force Level .set . by the agreement - - in such qua lit y and 

quantity as would be necessa.ry to enable · Formosa 'to defend herself 

against an improvised army equipped with machine guns, that might 

disembark on her shores. 

All foreign bases would be dismantled and all military alliances 

would be dissolved at the . end of the Second Period. Therefore, by 

the end of the Second Period it would .be necessary to have regional 

police f orces in operation in the disturbed areas of the world. Such 

f orces could be built up during the First and Second Period, in the 

same measure in \thich funds became available for this purpose, through 

the .savi ngs resulting fr:om · arms r eductions. 

From t he outset of the First Period all nations shall refra~n · 

f rom transferring to the control of any other nation nuclear weapons 

and means suitable for the delivery of such weapons, as well as 

fi ssionable materials of \teapons grade (also such other fissionable 
I 

_ ... 
materials as may be specified in the agreement, as \'lell as such 

"bomb ingredients" a~ may be · specified in the agreement) . 
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At the outset of the ·First Period America and Russia shall, as 

a first step, dismant1e a certain number of bombs and the fissionable 

mate·rial (and other bomb ingredients) contained in these bombs shall 

• 
· be placed in depots that are under appropriate international super-

vision (or in the custody of ·thelnternational Di.sarmament Admin:i.s ... 

tration). The dismantling of each bomb shall take place in the 

presence of international inspectors and th.e materials shall be 

transported to the appropriate depots under the surveillance of such 

·inspectors. All materials derived from the Soviet Union shall be 

kept in depots located on her te~ritory and similarly all materials 

derived from America shall be kept in depots located on American 

territory. 

The number of bombs dismantled in the first step by a nation 

shall be larger than one-third of the difference between the number 

~ of bombs possessed by that nation and the number of bombs which that 

nation is permitted to. retain at the end of the First Period with-

in the framework of the Intermediate Nuclear Force Level set by the 

agreement . 

America and Russia would not need to disclose at this point how 

many bombs t~ey possess and thus it might not be possible immediately 

to check \'lhether the number of bombs which are dismantled in the first ' 

step, (in the presence of inspectors) is, in fact, larger than one-

third of the above-defined difference. If,. at this point, either 
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Rus s i a or Amer i ca ·wi sh to give t he impression that they have more · 

bombs than they actually have,they shall be free to do so provided 

that'they' are willing to pay the price and · · dismantle more 
,. 

·. bombs than they would otherwise be obliged to dismantle at th i s 

point. 

Also -- in the first. step -- America and Russia shall remove 

from their stock of fissionable material · (w~i~h is not incorpora-

ted in bombs) at least one-half of each of the various categories 

of fissionable material and shall transfer these mater~als to the 

appropriate depots. 

At the outset of the First Period America and Russ i a will be 

in possession ·or stocks of materials, including compounds of heavy 

~ hydrogen 1 which the agreement may spec i fy as bomb ingredients . 

America and Russia shall at the outset of the Fir·st Period trans-

·fer at least half of each category of bomb ing.redients ' (not as 

yet incorporated in bombs) to the appropriate depots. 

From the outset of the First Period on, fissionable materials 

and bomb ingredients (as specif ied by the agreement) which are then 

currently · produced by any nation, shall be currently ""transferred 

in toto -- to· depots unde~ appropriate international supervision . 
..... J.o 

• Throughout the First Period the elimination and contro·l of 

the means of delivery shall progress in parallel \ATith the elimina-

tion and control of nuclear bombs , fissio.nable materials and bomb 
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ingredients. 

Throughout the First Period new means of adequate inspection 

' sha.L.L be institut~d, and the applications of the means already 

' instituted shall be expanded, in the measure in i'lhich, step-by-

step, atomic bombs are eliminated and stocks of fissionable 

materials (as well as bomb. ingredients) are transferred to inter~ 

· nationally supervised depots. 

During the Fir~t Period the nations shall be free to readjust 

their conventional forces so that by the end of the First Period . 

they should be in a position to defend themselves individually 

or collectively without resorting to the use of atomic bombs. 

At the outset of the Second Period far~reaching measures of 

insp~ction shall go into effect. There s'hall remain no informati~:m 

from then on protected by any government on the ground that it 

may represent' a legitimate military secret -- with the possible 

exception of the current location of mobile rocket carriers . 

At the outse~ of the Second Period the production of means 

suitable for the delivery of bombs shall cease .• 

During ·the Second Period there shall be a reduction in the 

number of bombs -- in stages -- and a pa~allel reduction of the means 

of delivery. The .number of bombs that each nation may be permitted 
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to retain at the end of each stage ·sb.al-1- be specified in the 

I: disarmament. agreement. · 

'During the Second Period there shall also be· a stage-by-stage 

• · reduction in conve):'ltional arms and the level of the conventional 

forces that each nat1on 1s pe:rm;Ltted to retain :' in·· each 

stag_e is to be specified in the disarmament agreement. 
'-·· 

The stages relating to the number of legitimately retained 

bombs (and the corresponding means of delivery) -- ~rhich shall be 

referred to as N-stages/need not coincide with (and may go into 
' . 

effect quite independently of) the stagas which relate to the con-

ventional force level -- \'lhich shall be r~ferred to as C-stages. 

The rate at which the world may pass on .from one N-stage to 

.. 
·'I 

the ·next N-stage, i.e., the rate at· which nuclear bombs will be 

eliminated, shall be determined .solely by the g'uiding principle 

• that the number of bombs America and Russia is to be permitted to 

. ' . . 
retain in any given stag.e, shall be commensurate to the number of 

bombs that may have been illegally retained and may have remained 

up to then undetected . Accordingly, the rate .at \'Thich bombs would 

be eliminated during the Second Period would depend solely upon 

the ability_ of the Atomic·Powers to convince each other that no 

bombs have been retained by them in secret. 

vlhile the agreement wo.uld ~pecify the Intermediate Conventional 
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Force Level Nhich wouJ.d be retained at the end of the Second 

.. Period, it .would- not set the nuclear force level that may remain 

' in existence at the end of the Second Period. 

-- -- - ·--

During the Third· Period there would be a further stage-by-

stage reduction of the nuclear force level and as time goes on, 

bombs and means for their dglivery might be completely eliminated 

from the nations' arsenals. 

During the .Third Period there would -also be a stage-by-stage 

reduction in the Conventional Force Level towards the final Minimal 

Conventional Force Leve~ set by the Agreemen~that would · limit the 

conventional forces of each nation to' that necessary for maintain-

;rig internal security. .. 

-- _,_ 
. . 

It is envisaged that disarmament will , be carrie& out under 

the control of -an International Disarmament Administration which 

either operates under the Security Council of the United Nations, 

or a similar Council of its mm -- referred to as the High Council 

of the International Disarmament Administration. It is envisaged 

that the Soviet Union, the United ·States· and the Peoples' Republic .~ 

of China (and presumably also certain other nations such as, for 

instance, Britain and France) may have permanent seats on ~he High . 
Council, while the other seats may rotate among the other nations 
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which are a party to the Disarmament Agreement. 

If tne United States, the Soviet Union and the Peoples' 

, 
Republic of China conclude a Disarmament Agreement~ they will 

' preswnably have a strong desire to keep the agreement in force~ 

(In fact, the agreement :could not remain in force if either 

of these nations should ce~se to wish to keep it in force. It is 

therefore envisaged that these three nations (and perhaps also 
..._,. 

the other permanent members 01' the High Council) would have certain· 

Special Rights which may be as fol iJ..ows: 
,.J 

1. During the Second Period the progression from one N-stage 

tp the next N-stage or from one C-stage to the next c~sta~e shall 

require a majority vote of the High Council of the Disarmament 

., Administration with the concurring votes of t ·he United States, the 

Peoples, . Republic of . China, and· the Soviet Union (and p~rhaps with 

• the concurring voteSof the other permanent members of .the High . . 

Council also) • 

2 . If either the Soviet Union or the United States or the 

Peoples 1 Republic of China (a.nd perhaps also any one of the per-

manent members of the High Council), or the majority o·f the High 

Council,remains unconvinced that the~e are no major violations of the 
. ~. a.. 

disarmament agreement then each of these individu~l nations, as well 

as the majority of. the High Council, shall have the right· -- upon · 

giving due notice -- to demand that the disarmament process be re-

versed and they shal~ then be free to revert from the prevailing 
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N-stage to a preceding N-stage. All other nations shall then also 

be free to r evert to the same preceding N-stage. 

It is envisaged that se~ret evasions or open violations of 

' the disarmament agreement by one of the pm<Ters who possess the 

. . 

Sp@oial Rights l iat ea under (2)1 woula· leaa t o a rever~al of the 

d i sarmament process and the step-by-step moving baclc from the · pre-

vailing N-stage to preceding N-stages. This "sanction" would go 

into effect at the demand of at least one power who possesses the 

Special Rights listed under (2), or at the demand of a majority 

of the High Council. 

In case of a ·secret evasion or open violation of the Dis-

armament Agreement by a n~tion, which does not possess th~ Special 

~ Rights listed under (2), · there shall be applied such sanctions as may 

be specified i~ the Disarmament Agreement. 

* * * 

·" 
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Livin~; U:i.th the Bomb 

By Leo Szilard 

, Until such time as it may become possible to negotiate an 

agr~ement providing for far-reaching di~armamcnt, both America 

'J and the Soviet Union are likely to retain lar0e stockpiles of · 
.. 

bombs. It is conceivable that within the next few years America 

and her allies may accept an earlier Soviet proposal and that 

the atomic powers will pledge not to resort to the use of the 

bomb except in retaliation, . · if they are attacked with such 

bombq. 

In· the meantime, hmqever, the bomb is going to be retained 

as a "deterent". Threats VThich could not be carried out \V'i th-

out leading to all-o~t destruction of both America and Russia 

will not have a substantial deterent effect, ·because the threat 

of "murder and suicide" is not a believable ·'threat -- particular-

ly if it is made by either. America or Russia-~ in a conflict 

• where no basic issue is involved that would threaten the very 

existence of the nation. In these circumstances, the Depart-

ments of Defense, of ~both America and . the Soviet Union, are 

bound to devise plans for strategic uses of the bomb which could 

be carried out without leading to all-out destruction. 

The public does not ·know '!.'That these plans may be because both 

governments·keep their plaMs secret. Secrecy in this instance 

is likely to be self-defeating, however. A strategy of this type· 

might be unilaterally decided upon by either America or Russia, 
.. 

but it may not attain ··its objective of avoiding :all-out . destruction 
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un l ess both the governments fully understand ~he nature and in-

t en t of t he ~trategy -- ahead of time. Accordingly, there ought 

to be arranged informal discussions on a governmental level be-

tween America and the Soviet Union on plans for the strategic uses 

of the bomb which might avoid all-out destruction. 

There arBonly a limited number of. strategies to choose from 
*I 

·r have described one of these strategies on various occasions; 

~ -.. ; -:. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - -:J Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, Octo 1959; Feb. 1960. The 
Voice of the Dolphins, Simon & Schuster, N. Y., 1961. 

- , -
\'lhich represents one end of a rather wide spectrum of stra'tegies. 

It is a stra'tegy for replacing war -- in the usual sense of the 

term -- inasmuch as it ·replaces the killing of men by the des

truction of property. 
·' 

This particular strategy could be unilaterally ado·pted either 

by the United States or the Soviet Union, but it could not attam · 

its objective of avoiding all-out destruction, unless it was fully ' 

understood by the . governments of both of these nations. Moreovq 

it might take some sort of ~ ~n · understanding · · · between America 

and Rus·s ia ·· .. · .· to avoid a dangerous controy-ersy over the 

question vfhich American city may be regarded as equivalent to 

which nussian cityo 

The text which follm·rs (taken from "The Voice of the Dolphi_n.s 11
) 

describes the strategy I have singled out for the purpose of this 

discussiono It describes the strategy in the form of a repital 

of a sequence of events as viewed in retrospect by a future 

historian: 
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r:Be tNcen 1962 and 1965 the world passed through an agonizing 

t rans it i onal phase in the so-called atomic stalemaie. At the 

beg inQing of this period America had still to rely mostly on 

bombeps, based on airfields located in the proximity of Russia. 

Because of the possibility of a surprise attack which could 

have knocked out America's ability to strike a counter-blow, 

in tirr.en of crisis America felt impelled to keep one-third of 

her bombers in the · air, on an around-the-~lock basis. Russia, 

on the other hand; had no foreign bases, ·nor was she in need of 

any, since she possessed an adequate stockpile of long-range 

rockets which could be launched from bases inside of Russia and 

were capable of carrying hydrogen bombs large enough to· demolish 

a city. By 1965 America had an adequate stockpile of such long

range rockets also and .thereafter she was no longer in need · of 

# having foreign bases either. ·' 

"By 1965 America and Russia were capable of destroying each 

•other to any desired degree. Their long-range rockets ·could be 

launched from submarines, trucks or railroad cars that were kept 

constantly on the move and thus it would have been impossible 

for either Russia or America to destroy,. by one single sudden 
a 

blow, the power of the .other to strike/devastating counter-blow. 

With the fear of a stwprise attack thus eliminated, the atomic 

stalemate began to gain a s'tability which it did not formerly 

possesse 

At a time when ·America · and Russia could have destroyed each 

.other to .any desired degree, 'the threat of massive retaliation 

would have been tantamount to a threat of murder and suicide. 

... -.:.· 
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such a threat might be believable if made in a conflict by a nation 

whose very . existence was at stake, but it would not be believable 

. if ma;ie by America in a conflict in which American interests were 

at stake, but not A~erica's existence, as a nation. In these 

circumstances America concluded that for the defense of her na-

tional interests she could no longer rely on long-range rockets, 

carrying -~ : a . large bomb, and that she ought to maintain highlY. 

mobile forces which could be rapidly transported to almost any 

part of the globe. It was assumed that, in the case of an armed 

conflict, America would send troops to the area involved and re

sist by using small atomic bombs a~ainst troops in combat, with-

in the contested area. 

In time, Americans came to understand well enough that .the 

"real aim" of such a limited ~'i'ar could not be victory, \'Thich clerly 

~ might not be obtainable in every case, but rather the exacting of 

a "price" from the "enemy". If America were able to exact a price 

• higher than the price .\'lhich the "enemy" Hould be pre,ared to pa~.r ,. 

then America's capability of fighting a limited atolilic war, e,";Jy

where on the globe~ would effectively deter the "ene!l1y 11 from 

t 

attempting to change the map by force. It was reco2:nized of 

course that, in order to freeze the map, America mi Bht have to 

· be prepared to pay a price as high as she proposed to exact, 

.both in money and in lives·-- the lives . of the young men who 

would die in the fighting. 

"It was generally taken for granted that the large bombs and 

the long-range rockets wo~ld play no role in any of the foreseeable 
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conflicts. They wer.e kept as an "insurance" for the sole pur

pose of discouraging Russia or China from attacking America, 

by m~nns of such large bombs . In this sense, and in this limited 

sen~e only, did the large bombs seem to serve a useful purpose 

as a 11deterrent"o 

* * * * ' 

nNo one had any doubt that the revolution in Iraq, which 

caught America by surprise in 1970, was ·j_n fact communist

inspired and America responded promptly by landinc; troops in 

the Lebanon and J ordan . This time she was determined to settle 

the issue of the control of . the Middle East and thus to ~nd, 

once and for all, the threat that vJestern Etu>ope might be cut 

off from its Mid-Eastern oil supply. Egypt and Syria declared 

that they would regard an invasion of Iraq by American troops 

"' as an attaclc against themselves. Turkish troops were poised 

to move into Syria, and Russia was concentrating troops on the 

Turkish border, for the purpose of restraining 1'ul .... l ~ey. 

11 At this point America proclaimed that she Nas prepared t o 

send troops into Turkey, to use small atomic bombs against Ru~~i&n 

troops on Turkish soil and in hot pursuit perhaps a lso iJeyo:f , 

the pre-vmr Turkish-Russian boundary. 

11 It 1-vould appear that Russia disliked the prospect of fight

ing an atomic war on her s.o"L~thern border. There 1t·ms little assur

ance that such a w·ar could not spread .and finally· end up in an "· 

all - out war, and ~ather than to take this risk Russia decided to 

adopt another kind of strategy . In a Note, Hhich \IJ'as kept very 

short, she proc lai~ed that she would not resist locnlly, by 
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force of arms ~ an Amaricon intervention in the M~ddl~ East~ but 

\'iO.Uld l"a ther seek to deter America by settinG o hi,:h price. The 

price tlOUld not be s e t~ however~ in terms of ht~an life but in 

terms of ~roperty. The Russian Note listed tv1elve American cities 

'\ by name . Russia stated that if American · troops crossed over · 
I .. 

;nto Iraq she would single out one of these tw~lve cities, Bive 

that city f our weeks of warnin~ to permit its orderly evacuatim --

as well as to allmv time to malce arrane;err..ents for the feeding arci 

housing of refuge~s -- and thereafter the city would be demolished 

with one single long-ranee rocket. 

"The American :r:eply inC.icoted that for each city that Russia 
I , 

"'rould demolish in America, A merica mi~ht demolish two cities in 

Russia. 

11 To this, Russia replied in a second Note -- a Note of un-

precedcnted length that :i.f America were. to demolish ti'JO cit ies 

in Russia· for each city that Huss ia rr.a.y have demol~shed it'l 

Amer ica, and if Russia 'were to .demolish two cities in . June r:i.ca 

for each c'ity that Amer i ca rr:ay have demolished in Ru3sia, then 

the destruction of one c i t y would trigger a chain of evento 
' 

whic~ Nould step by ste~ leocl. to t he des truct :ton C'•f c.D .. f _,; :-,::··J:::: ::~ .. , 

as Nell as Russ ian cit ics. Since clearly Arner:tcr (!C'· ~.: l r.l ne t 

possibly \'rant this result) she may not make stlCh a t hreat of 

"ti'J'o for o.ne" and expeqt ;it to be believed. Rus sia~ on her 

part, would tolerate that America demolish one Russian city, 1; -

return for Russia having demolished one American city. But for 

each additional city that America might demolish, Russia \muld 

demolish one and just one additional city in Americo. 
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11 'l·l:i:J second N'otc made it clear that even thou:;h Russia 

'\:rould ai)idc;: by such ' a principle of "one for one", this did not 

r:;ea n t hat J-'\i::erica i'rould be free to demolish a larc;e city in 

Rus·sia in return for a s mall city demolished in America . What 

would count in this respect, so the Note stated, would be the 

size of the city, .as expressed by the number of i.nhabitants, 

rather than by the number of square miles covered by the city . 

11 T\·;enty-four hours after this Russian Note ~ras received 

in lvashine;ton , the American members of the Steering Comrnittee 

of the Seventh Pugwash Conference issued a document i'rhich listed 

the number of inhabitants of all American and all Russian cities. 

They stated in the pre~ace that if American troops were to in

vade Iraq and Russia v;ere to demolish one of the t1·relve cities 

she had listed, an undesirable .controversy might arise over the 

issue of wl\ich American city v'Vas equal to which Russian city, 

unless an authentic list of the number of inhabitants was readily 

available. 

11 This document 'Nas issued so promptly that it al""oused R\4:: :.:1~;:-! 

suspicion. The Russians thoue;ht that sornehow the American :.-.. :;:Tt:J :=m 

of the . Pugv·msh Group Steering Committee might hD.ve b.C~.::1 ir~3:i.r. :; ~; 

information about Russian intentions and thus were 2b l e to 9~~ 

pare in advance this list of citieso ' 
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.· . 
• 

11 The second. Russian Note caused a turmoil in lJa:;;hington. 

various croups urged the Government that it adopt ·a rigid policy 

of demolishing two Russian cities for each city demolished in 

America, or that it accept the principle of '1one for onell, or 

that it do neither but just keep the Russians e;uessing . 

nAt the meeting of the National Security Council several 

experts expressed the view that, were Russia actually to demolish 

one of the twelve cities she had listed, the public would demand 

that America retaliate by demolishing a large number of Russian 

cities. They said that the President would thus not ·be able to 

abide l;:>y the principle of none for onell, without seriously risk-

ing the defeat of his party at the next eleations. 

"The Government thereupon asked Gallup to conduct a poll on 
' 

an emergency basis • ~esident~ of the thirty largest Gities were 

askeci '\-·Thether if Rochester, N.Y., one of the tNelve cities nar.·~ed ., 

were demolished, America ought to retaliate by demolishing ~ust 

one Ru.ssian city, or whether she ought to retaliate b~-,r derr.0li~r1-

ing more than one Russian city . To the surprise of theGovernxe~ 

85Jb of those who had an opinion declared themselves against · 

America demolishing more than one Russian city. 

urn retrospect, this response does not appear to be so ver;/ 

surprising; the people polled knew very well that if America were 
.-

to demolish two Russian c ~ies in retaliation for Rochester, 

Russia would demolish one . additional American city, and this 
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additional city might be t heir own. 
11Some of the members of the National Security Council de

clined to take this poll at itsfac~ value and said that the 

people would react differently if Rochester were actually 

demolisnedo The ratner involved psychological argument they 

cited· in support of .thts view was never put to a test) how

ever) for America did not · intervene militarily in Iraqo 
11\'Jithin a few days after the ·receipt of the first Russian 

Note which listed the twelve cities) people began to register 

in \vashington as lobbyists for one or other of the t\'lelve cities) 

and ten days later there was not a hotel room to be had in the 

whole cityo It was the most po·Nerful lobby th.at ever- hit Wash

inr;tono vJith steadily increasing editorial support acr·oss the 

nation) after an initial period of uncertainty) this lobby 

succeeded in forcing a re-exami~ation of th'e whole I'll:l.d -Eastern 

issue. Doubts were raised as to ~lhether \.<!estern Europe · was 

really in danger of losing its supply of oil) since there was 

no other market for mid-eastern oil. It was said that) while 

th_e price of oil from the r.Uddle East could be raised, it could 

not be. :.·raised very much, since j_t could be replaced by oil from 

the Sahara. As the result of a re-examin:tion of ti1e rUd-

Eastern issue) America decided to withdraw her troops from the 

Lebanon and·Jordano 

"This decision was reached in the face of .strenuous opposi

tion on the part of a small) but vocal) and influential) group 

·of opinion makers. There i'rere prophets of qoom who declared 

that if America were to yield· to Ru~sia~s ~hreat on this occasion) 

I ' 
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then from here on Russia would be in a pos~tion to Get her way 

on any isauej she Nould be in a position to change the map at 

will, simply by threatening to demolish a limited number of 

American cities, in case America should try loc~lly to resist, 

by force of arms, 

"Fortunately, these prophecies proved to be incorrect. · For 

the time being at least, Russia appeared to be quite satisfied 

with the map as it stood." 

It is conceivable that the above-described strategy is 

being considered either by the United States Department of 

Defense or by the Government of the U.S.S.R., or by both. 

Therefore I take the liberty to propose that if either America 

or Russia were to invoke the above-discussed strateey, then in 

applying th~ principle of one to· one thew regard cities as 

equivalent which have -- according to the attached list the 

same population, 

~1e United States and t he Soviet Union may, of course; 

agree at any time on a more up to date list for the mlmber of 
inha~it~nts or alternatively they might at any time r each a 

meeting of the minds in favor of some principle, other than 

"size of population·", for determining the equivalence of cities. 
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Population of U.S. Cities - 100,000 or more 

Ne'.'r York, N. Y. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Philadelphia,. Pa;. 

' Lo:::: Anc:;eles, Calif. 
Detroit, Nich. 
Ba 1 'c imore, I•Id. 
Cleveland, Ohio 
St. Louis, Mo. 
\'lashington, D.C. 
Boston, Mass. . 
San Francisco, Calif. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Mihraukee, Vlis. 
Houston, Texas 
Buffalo·, N. Y. 
New Orleans, La. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Seattle, lvash. 
Kansas City, Mo. 
Newark, N. J. 
Dallas, Texas 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
Denver, Colo. 
San · Antonio, Texa~ 
r1emphis, Tenn. 
Oakland, Calif. 
Columbus, Ohio 
Portland, Ore. 
Louisville, Ky. 
San Diego, Calif. 
Rochester, N. Y. 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Birmingham, Ala. 
St. Paul, l\Unn. 
Toledo, Ohio 
Jersey City, N.J. 
Fort Worth, Texas 
Akron, Ohio 
Onaha, Nebr. 
Long Beach, Calif. 
T11iar:-ti, Fla. 
Providence, R.I. 
Dayton , Ohio 
Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Richmond, Va. 
Syracuse, N.Y. 
Norfolk, Va. 
Jariksonville, Fla. 
~vorcester, Mass. 

7, 801,957 
3, 620,962 
2,071 , 605 
1,970,358 
1, 849·, 568 

949,708 
914,808 
856,796 
802,178 
801, l.J-44 
775 , 357 
676, 806 
637 "0-::> 

J J,;~ 

596,163 
580, 13·2 
570, L~45 
521,'(18 
503,998 
46?',591 
456,622 
438, Tt6 
434,462 
427,173 
415 ,786 
408,442 
396,000 
384,575 
375,901 
373,628 
369 ,129 
33 1~ J 387 
332, 1~88 
331,314 
326,037 
311,349 
303,616 
299,017 
278,778. 
271~,605 
251, 11'( 

.250,767 
249,276 
·248, 674 
243,872 
243,504 ·' . 
230,310 
220,583 
213,513 
204,517 
203,486 

100,000 - Tul::::a, Okla. 1(:2, 71~0 
Salt Lalce City 182,121 
Des Moines,Iowa 177 , 965 
Hartford,Conn. 177, 397 
Grand Rapids, rilic1'(6, 515 
Nashville,Tenn. 17h, 307 
Youn~stown,Ohio 16~ ; 330 
l'lichi ta, Ka n. · 16~: , 279 

I 

Springfield , Mas.i62; 399 
Spoimne, Wash. 161, 721 
Bridgeport, Con.l58 , 709 
Yonkers, N.Y. 152, 79& 
Tacoma , \vash. · 1L~3 , 673 
Paterson, N.J. 139, 336 
~acramento,Calf.l37,572 

Albany, N.Y. 134, 995 
Charlotte,N.C. 134,042 
Gary, In.d 133,911 

Fort Wayne,Ind. 133 , 607 
Austin, Texas 132, 459 
Chattanooga 1 Ten.131,041 
El"ie, Pa. ·130, 003 
El Pasco, Tex. 130, 485 
Kansas City, Kanl29, 553 
Mobile, Ala. 129, 009 
Evansv·111e, Ind. 123, 636 
Trenton, N.Jo 128,009 
Shreveport,Lao 127,206 

Bnton Rouge,La. 125, 629 
Scranton,Pa. 12~ , 536 
,. ·-- 1":1~ -,.-~ ·· ~ .. r-9 
Ano::v~l.Le, .!."'n . ...r. - .. , : c 
Tar11pa, Fla. 12 ~: J 601 
C , p - J ,.. ,. r" ·- 5 amoenJ .~ .J. . .:: · .-, :>;:; 
Car~ridg 2 ) ~2 2. ~~ ~;~40 

S , ro ·- c - · - ~ nvannan, ua. 1~_; 0~~ 
~ J 0' . -. - - ('.12 
" 8. n con ) n .. !. o .._ ,._ ~ _. 
South Bend , Ind 1~~ , 911 

B . 1 c 1 1 - ~ ,. 0,.... erKe ey, a_. ~~, c :> 
~1i~0 beth M J 11 " ~17 
.:-...J--o...~U ' ••• • · ~· - J .. _ 

Fall River, l\1as.l11, 963 
Peoria, Ill. · . . ~ 111, 656 
Wilmington, Del 110,356 
Reading, Pa. 109,320 
New Bedford, Ma i 109,189 
Corpus Ch. Tex 100,287 
Phoenix, Ariz. 106, 818 
Allentown, Pa. 106) 756 
Montgomery, Ala 106,525 
Pasadena, Cal. 104,577 
Duluth, Minn. 104,511 
Waterbury,Cong. 104,477 
Somerville, Mas 102,351 
Little RocK, Ar.102,213 
Utica_ ~ · JO~.S~l 
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Population of USSR Cities \'lith Hore Ths.n 100,000 Inhabitants 

. 
.f\1oscm·! ( \•ri thout suburbs) 
LenLngrad (with suburbs) 
Leningrad (wi,hout suburbs) 
Kiev · 
Baku (with suburbs) 
Baku {without suburbs) 
Khur 1kov 
Gor 1 1ciy 
Ta shkent 
Kuybyshev 
Novosibirsk 
Sverdlovsk 
Tbilisi 
Stalino 
Chelyabinsk 
Odessa 
Dnepropetrovsl<: 
Kazan ' 
Riga 
Rostov-na Donu 
Molotov 
Stalingrad 
Saratov 
Omsk 
~1insl< .. f 
Voronezh 
L'vov 
Yerevan , 
Zaporozh 'ye 
Yaroslavl' 
Kara6anda 
Stalinsk 
Alma -Ata 
Krasnoyarsk 
Krivoy Rog 
Tula 
Iva novo 
Irkutsk 
f·1almyevlca 
Nizhniy Tagi1 · 
Magnitogorsk 
Khabarovsk 
Astrakhan' 
Zhdanov 

... 

Thousands 

4,389 
3,176 
2,814 

991 . 
. ·901 

598 
"''"'7'7 0 I 

876 
778 

. 760 
731 
707 
635 
625 
612 
607 
576 
565 
565 
552 
538 
525 
518 
505 
412 
4oo 
387 
385 
381 
374 
350 
3L~7 
330 
328 
322 
320 
319 
314 
311 
297 
284 
280 
276 
273 

'· 

Krasnodar 
Vladivo:::;tok 
Ufa ' 
Prokop'yevsk 
Ta11in 1 

Barnau1 
l . 

Izhevsk 
Voroshi1ovgrad 
Kalin in 
Kemerovo 
Gorlovka 
Arkhange1 1sk 
Penza 
Groznyy 
Chlca1ov 
Tomsk 
Kirov 
Niko1ayev 
Chernikovsk 
Vil 1 nyus 
Kaunas 
Stalinabad 
Frunze 
Kishi·nev 

.Taganrog 
Kalinlngrad 
U1 1yanovsk 
Shakhty 
Kursk 
Kadiyevka 

Thousands 

271 
265. 
265 
260 
251 
255 
252 
251 
240 
240 
21+0 
238 
231 
226 
226 
224 
211 
206 
2-06 
200 
195 
191 
190 
190 
189 
H38 
183 
J.Go 
'179 
170 

Samarkand 170 
Syzran 1 169 
Komsomol'sic-na-Amure 16S 
Murmansk 16 ' 
Dneprodzerzhinsk 163 
Chita 162 
Shcherbakov 162 
Simferopol' 159 
Ordzhonikidze 
, (Severo-Osetinskaya 

ASSR) . 159 .. ~· 
· t11an-Ude 158 

Orsk 157 
Kostroma 156 
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USSR Cit ies - Continued 

T3mbov 
Ko ;~ cy sk 
Dzerzh i nsk 
Gor.~e 11 
Zl a toust 
.C\shkhabad 
Cher novtsy 
Ryazan ' 
Semipa1atinsk 
l<herson 
Sevas topo1 1 

Perovo 
Smo1enslc 
Chimkent 
Poltava 
Vit ebsk 
Ore1 
Vo1ogda 
Tyurncn' 
Cheremkhovo 
Lipetsk 
Stavropo1' 

(Stavropo1 1 skiy Kray) 
Kame nsk-Ura1 1 skiy 
Ka 1uga .. ~ 
B1ad i mir 
Leninsk-Kuznetskiy 
Petropav1ovsk 

(Severo-Kazakhstanskaya .Ob1ast 1 ) 

Petrozavodsk 
Kr ama torsk 
Kise1evsk 
Anzhero-Sudzhensk 
Kirovograd 
Andizhan 
Kuta isi 
Po1o1 1 sk 
Biysk 
Kuntsevo 
Bryansk 
Kirovabad (Azerbaydzhan SSR) 
Sta.linoe;orsk · ·. . . . .. · .. 
Orekhobo-Zuyevo 
l•:a.khachkala 
'i·.o:; i l ev 
rur e;o.n 
Vlnnitsa 

-13-

Thouoands 

150 
1L~9 
147 
144 
143 
142 
142 
136 
.136 
134 
133 
132 
131 
130 
129 
128 
128 
127 
125 
124 
123 

123 
122 
122 
121 
119 

118 
118 . 
117 
116 
116 
115 
115 
114 
113 
112 
111 
111 
111 
109 
109 . 
106 
106 
106 
105 

' 

. ,. 

Naman e:;an 
Leninakan 
Babushi<:in 

(Moskovskaya 
Ob1ast 1 ) 

Serpukhov 
Arms vir 
Voroshi1ov 

• J 

.· . . 

• 

Thousand G 

104 . 
103. 

103 
102 ' 
102 
101 
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